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PRECISION TESTS OF THE STANDARD MODEL�Wolfgang HollikInstitut für Theoretishe Physik, Universität KarlsruheD-76128 Karlsruhe, Germany(Reeived Marh 11, 1999)The status of the Standard Model is reviewed on the basis of preisealulations for the eletroweak observables assoiated with the W andZ bosons together with the reent experimental high preision data. Abrief disussion of the status of preision observables in the MSSM is alsoinluded.PACS numbers: 12.15.Lk, 12.15.Lm, 12.60.Jv, 14.80.Bn1. IntrodutionThe generation of high-preision experiments imposes stringent tests onthe standard model of partile physis. The e+e� olliders LEP and theSLC have olleted an enormous amount of eletroweak preision data on Zand W bosons [1,2℄. The W boson properties have also been determined atthe p�p ollider Tevatron with a onstant inrease in auray [2, 3℄, and thetop quark mass has been measured [4℄ to 173:8�5:0 GeV, a value that agreeswith the mass range obtained indiretly, through the radiative orretions.Nowadays, with the top mass as an additional preise experimental datapoint one an fully exploit the virtual sensitivity to the Higgs mass.The experimental sensitivity in the eletroweak observables, at the levelof the quantum e�ets, requires the highest standards on the theoretial sideas well. A sizeable amount of work has ontributed, over the reent years,to a steadily rising improvement of the standard model preditions, pin-ning down the theoretial unertainties to the level required for the urrentinterpretation of the preision data. The availability of both highly au-rate measurements and theoretial preditions, at the level of 0.1% preisionand better, provides tests of the quantum struture of the standard model,thereby probing the still untested salar setor, and simultaneously aessesalternative senarios suh as the supersymmetri extension of the standardmodel.� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Eletron�Positron Colliders,Craow, Poland, January 5�10, 1999.(1787)



1788 W. Hollik2. Theoretial basis for preision tests2.1. Calulation of radiative orretionsThe possibility of performing preision tests is based on the formulationof the standard model as a renormalizable quantum �eld theory preservingits preditive power beyond tree-level alulations. With the experimentalauray being sensitive to the loop-indued quantum e�ets, also the Higgssetor of the standard model is being probed. The higher-order terms induethe sensitivity of eletroweak observables to the top and Higgs mass mt;MHand to the strong oupling onstant �s.Before preditions an be made from the theory, a set of independentparameters has to be taken from experiment. For pratial alulations thephysial input quantities �; G�; MZ ; mf ; MH ; �s are ommonly used to�x the free parameters of the standard model. Di�erenes between variousshemes are formally of higher order than the one under onsideration. Thestudy of the sheme dependene of the perturbative results, after improve-ment by resummation of the leading terms, allows us to estimate the missinghigher-order ontributions (see e.g. [5℄ for a omprehensive study).Related to harge and mass renormalization, there our two sizeablee�ets in the eletroweak loops that deserve a speial disussion:(i) Charge renormalization and light fermion ontribution:Charge renormalization introdues the onept of eletri harge for realphotons (q2 = 0) to be used for the alulation of observables at the ele-troweak sale set by MZ . Hene the di�ereneRe �̂(M2Z)) = Re�(M2Z)��(0) (1)of the photon vauum polarization is a basi entry in the preditions foreletroweak preision observables. The ontribution from the leptons andthe 5 light hadroni �avors�� = ��lept + ��had= �Re �̂lept(M2Z)� Re �̂had(M2Z) (2)orresponds to a QED-indued shift in the eletromagneti �ne strutureonstant � ! �(1 +��) ; (3)whih an be resummed in aordane with the renormalization group. Theresult an be interpreted as an e�etive �ne struture onstant at the Zmass sale: �(M2Z) = �1��� : (4)



Preision Tests of the Standard Model 1789�� is an input of ruial importane beause of its universality and of itsremarkable size of � 6%. The leptoni ontent an be diretly evaluated interms of the known lepton masses; the 2-loop orretion has been known al-ready for a long time [6℄, and also the 3-loop ontribution is now available [7℄,yielding altogether ��lept = 314:97687 � 10�4 : (5)For the light hadroni part, perturbative QCD is not appliable. Instead, the5-�avour ontribution to �̂had an be derived with the help of a dispersionrelation ��had = � �3� M2Z Re 1Z4m2� ds0 R(s0)s0(s0 �M2Z � i") (6)with R(s) = �(e+e� ! � ! hadrons)�(e+e� ! � ! �+��)as an experimental input quantity in the problemati low energy range.Integrating by means of the trapezoidal rule (averaging data in bins) overe+e� data for the energy range below 40 GeV and applying perturbativeQCD for the high-energy region above, the expression (6) yields the value[8, 9℄ ��had = �0:0280 � 0:0007 ; (7)whih agrees with another independent analysis [10℄ with a di�erent errortreatment. Beause of the lak of preision in the experimental data a largeunertainty is assoiated with the value of ��had, whih propagates into thetheoretial error of the preditions of eletroweak preision observables. In-luding additional data from � -deays [11℄ yields about the same result witha slightly improved unertainty. Reently, other attempts have been madeto inrease the preision of �� [12�15℄ by �theory-driven� analyses of thedispersion integral (6). The ommon basis is the appliation of perturbativeQCD down to the energy sale given by the � mass for the alulation ofthe quantity R(s) outside the resonanes. Those alulations were madepossible by the reent availability of the quark-mass-dependent O(�2s) QCDorretions [16℄ for the ross setion down to lose to the thresholds for b and prodution. [A �rst step in this diretion was done in [17℄ in the masslessapproximation.℄ The results obtained for ��had are very similar:0:02763 � 0:0016 Ref. [12℄ ,0:02777 � 0:0017 Ref. [13℄ .In [15℄ the MS quantity �̂(MZ) has been derived with the help of an unsub-trated dispersion relation in the MS-sheme, yielding a omparable error.



1790 W. HollikAlthough the error in the QCD-based evaluation of��had is onsiderablyredued, it should be kept in mind that the onservative estimate in Eq. (7)is independent of theoretial assumptions on QCD at lower energies andthus less sensitive to potential systemati e�ets not under onsiderationnow [19℄.(ii) Mixing angle renormalization and the �-parameter:The �-parameter, originally de�ned as the ratio of the neutral to the hargedurrent strength in neutrino sattering [20℄, is unity in the standard modelat the tree level, but gets a deviation �� from 1 by radiative orretions.The relation between the gauge boson masses and the eletroweak mixingangle is modi�ed in higher orders aording tosin2 �W = 1� M2WM2Z + M2WM2Z �� + � � � ; (8)where the main ontribution to the �-parameter is from the (t; b) doublet[21℄, at the present level alulated as follows:�� = 3xt � [1 + xt �(2) + Æ�QCD℄ with xt = G�m2t8�2p2 : (9)The eletroweak 2-loop part [22,23℄ is desribed by the funtion �(2)(MH=mt),and Æ�QCD is the QCD orretion to the leading G�m2t term [24, 25℄Æ�QCD = � 2:86 �s(mt)� + 14:6��s(mt)� �2 (10)with the on-shell top mass mt and 6 �avors. This redues the sale de-pendene of � signi�antly and hene is an important entry to derease thetheoretial unertainty of the standard model preditions for preision ob-servables. 2.2. The vetor boson mass orrelationThe interdependene between the gauge boson masses is establishedthrough the aurately measured muon lifetime or, equivalently, the Fermioupling onstant G�. Beyond the well-known 1-loop QED orretions [26℄,the 2-loop QED orretions in the Fermi model have been alulated quitereently [27℄, yielding the expression (the error in the 2-loop term is fromthe hadroni unertainty)1�� = G2�m5�192�3 �1� 8m2em2� ��1 + 1:810 �� + (6:701 � 0:002)����2� : (11)



Preision Tests of the Standard Model 1791leading to the value [27℄G� = (1:16637 � 0:00001)10�5 GeV�2 : (12)In the standard model, G� an be alulated in terms of the basi standardmodel parameters,yielding the orrelation between the masses MW ;MZ ofthe vetor bosons; in 1-loop order it is given by [28℄:G�p2 = ��2s2WM2W [1 +�r(�;MW ;MZ ;MH ;mt)℄ : (13)with s2W = 1�M2W =M2Z .The presene of large terms in �r requires the onsideration of e�etshigher than 1-loop. The modi�ation of Eq. (13) aording to1 +�r ! 1(1���) � (1 + 2Ws2W��) � (�r)rem � 11��r (14)aommodates the following higher-order terms (�r in the denominator isan e�etive orretion inluding higher orders):(i) the leading log resummation [29℄ of ��: 1 +�� ! (1���)�1 ;(ii) the resummation of the leading m2t ontribution [30℄ in terms of ��in Eq. (9). Beyond the QCD higher-order ontributions through the�-parameter, the omplete O(��s) orretions to the self energies areavailable [31, 32℄. All these higher-order terms ontribute with thesame positive sign to �r. Non-leading QCD orretions to �r of arealso available [33℄.(iii) With the quantity (�r)rem in the denominator, non-leading higher-order terms ontaining mass singularities of the type �2 log(MZ=mf )from light fermions are inorporated [34℄.(iv) The subleading G2�m2tM2Z ontribution of the eletroweak 2-loop or-der [35℄ in an expansion in terms of the top mass. This subleadingterm turned out to be sizeable, about as large as the formally leadingterm of O(m4t ) via the �-parameter. In view of the present and futureexperimental auray it onstitutes a non-negligible shift in the Wmass.Meanwhile exat results have been derived for the Higgs-dependene of thefermioni 2-loop orretions in �r [36℄, and omparisons were performed



1792 W. Hollikwith those obtained via the top mass expansion [37℄. Di�erenes in thevalues of MW of several MeV (up to 8 MeV) are observed when MH isvaried over the range from 65 GeV to 1 TeV.Pure fermion-loop ontributions (n fermion loops at n-loop order) havealso been investigated [37, 38℄. In the on-shell sheme, expliit results havebeen worked out up to 4-loop order, whih allows an investigation of the va-lidity of the resummation (14) for the non-leading 2-loop and higher-orderterms. It was found that numerially the resummation (14) works remark-ably well, within 2 MeV in MW .2.3. Z boson widths and asymmetriesWithMZ used as a preise input parameter, together with � and G�, thepreditions for the width, partial widths and asymmetries an onvenientlybe alulated in terms of e�etive neutral urrent oupling onstants for thevarious fermions: (see e.g. [39℄):JNC� = �p2G�M2Z�1=2 (gfV � � gfA �5) (15)= �p2G�M2Z�f�1=2 �(If3 � 2Qfs2f )� � If3 �5� :The subleading 2-loop orretions � G2�m2tM2Z for the leptoni mixing an-gle [35℄ s2̀ have also been obtained in the meantime, as well as for �` [40℄.Meanwhile exat results have been derived for the Higgs-dependene ofthe fermioni 2-loop orretions in s2̀ [37, 38℄, and omparisons were per-formed with those obtained via the top mass expansion [37℄. Di�erenes inthe values of s2̀ an amount to 0:8 � 10�4 when MH is varied over the rangefrom 100 GeV to 1 TeV.The e�etive mixing angles are of partiular interest, sine they deter-mine the on-resonane asymmetries via the ombinationsAf = 2gfV gfA(gfV )2 + (gfA)2 ; (16)namely AFB = 34 AeAf ; Apol� = A� ; ALR = Ae : (17)Measurements of the asymmetries hene are measurements of the ratiosgfV =gfA = 1� 2Qfs2f (18)or the e�etive mixing angles, respetively.



Preision Tests of the Standard Model 1793The total Z width �Z an be alulated essentially as the sum over thefermioni partial deay widths. Expressed in terms of the e�etive ouplingonstants, they read up to seond order in the fermion masses:�f = �0 "(gfV )2 + (gfA)2 1� 6m2fM2Z !#�1 +Q2f 3�4��+�� fQCD (19)with �0 = NfC p2G�M3Z12� ; NfC = 1 (leptons) = 3 (quarks):The QCD orretions, also for the massive ase, are alulated up to thirdorder in �s, exept for the mb-dependent singlet terms, whih are known toO(�2s). For a review of the QCD orretions to the Z width, see [41℄. Alsothe mixed O(��s) 2-loop ontributions have been ompleted by now [42�46℄.2.4. Auray of the alulationsFor a disussion of the theoretial reliability of the standard model pre-ditions, one has to onsider the various soures ontributing to their uner-tainties:Parametri unertainties result from the limited preision in the exper-imental values of the input parameters, essentially �s = 0:119 � 0:002 [45℄,mt = 173:8 � 5:0 GeV [4℄, mb = 4:7 � 0:2 GeV, and the hadroni vauumpolarization as disussed in setion 2.1. The onservative estimate of theerror in Eq. (7) leads to ÆMW = 13 MeV in the W -mass predition, andÆ sin2 � = 0:00023 ommon to all of the mixing angles.The unertainties from the QCD ontributions an essentially be traedbak to those in the top quark loops in the vetor boson self-energies. Theknowledge of the O(�2s) orretions to the �-parameter and �r yields asigni�ant redution; they are small, although not negligible (e.g. � 3�10�5in s2̀).The size of unknown higher-order ontributions an be estimated by dif-ferent treatments of non-leading terms of higher order in the implementationof radiative orretions in eletroweak observables (`options') and by investi-gations of the sheme dependene. Expliit omparisons between the resultsof 5 di�erent omputer odes based on on-shell and MS alulations forthe Z-resonane observables are doumented in the �Eletroweak WorkingGroup Report� [39℄ in Ref. [5℄. The inlusion of the non-leading 2-loop or-retions � G2�m2tM2Z redue the unertainty in MW below 10 MeV and ins2̀ below 10�4, typially to �4� 10�5 [47℄.



1794 W. Hollik3. Status of Standard Model preision testsWe now onfront the standard model preditions for the disussed set ofpreision observables with the most reent sample of experimental data [1,2℄.In Table I the standard model preditions for Z-pole observables and theW mass are put together for the best �t input data set, given in (22). Theexperimental results on the Z observables are from LEP and the SLC, theW mass is from ombined LEP and p�p data. The leptoni mixing angledetermined via ALR by the SLD experiment [48℄ and the s2̀ average fromLEP:s2e(ALR) = 0:23109 � 0:00029; s2̀(LEP) = 0:23189 � 0:00024 ; (20)have ome loser to eah other in their entral value; owing to their smallererrors, however, they still di�er by 2.8 standard deviations. TABLE IPreision observables: experimental results from ombined LEP and SLD data forZ observables and ombined p�p and LEP data forMW , together with the standardmodel preditions for the best �t, i.e. for the parameter values given in Eq. (22).�` and s2̀ are derived from the experimental values of gV̀;A aording to Eq. (15),averaged under the assumption of lepton universality.Observable Exp. SM best �tMZ (GeV) 91:1867� 0:0019 91.1865�Z (GeV) 2:4939� 0:0024 2.4956�had0 (nb) 41:491� 0:058 41.476Rhad 20:765� 0:026 20.745Rb 0:21656� 0:00074 0.2159R 0:1732� 0:0048 0.1722AF̀B 0:01683� 0:00096 0.0162AbFB 0:0990� 0:0021 0.1029AFB 0:0709� 0:0044 0.0735Ab 0:867� 0:035 0.9347A 0:647� 0:040 0.6678�` 1:0041� 0:0012 1.0051s2̀ 0:23157� 0:00018 0.23155MW (GeV) 80:39� 0:06 80.372Table I ontains the ombined LEP/SLD value. �` and s2̀ are the lep-toni neutral urrent ouplings in Eq. (15), derived from partial widths andasymmetries under the assumption of lepton universality.Note that the experimental value for �` points at the presene of gen-uine eletroweak orretions by 3.5 standard deviations. In s2̀ the presene



Preision Tests of the Standard Model 1795of purely bosoni radiative orretions is learly established when the ex-perimental result is ompared with a theoretial value ontaining only thefermion loop orretions, an observation that has been persisting already forseveral years [49℄. The deviation from the standard model predition in thequantity Rb has been redued below one standard deviation by now. Othersmall deviations are observed in the asymmetries: the purely leptoni AFBis slightly higher than the standard model preditions, and AFB for b quarksis lower. Whereas the leptoni AFB favours a very light Higgs boson, the bquark asymmetry needs a heavy Higgs.The e�etive mixing angle is an observable most sensitive to the massMH of the Higgs boson. Sine a light Higgs boson orresponds to a lowvalue of s2̀, the strongest upper bound on MH is from ALR at the SLC [48℄.The inlusion of the two-loop eletroweak orretions � m2t from [35℄ yieldsa sizeable positive ontribution to s2̀. The inlusion of this term henestrengthens the upper bound on MH .TheW mass predition in Table I is obtained from Eq. (13) (inluding thehigher-order terms) from MZ ; G�; � and MH ;mt. The present experimentalvalue for the W mass from the ombined LEP 2, UA2, CDF and D0 resultsis in best agreement with the standard model predition.The quantity s2W resp. the ratio MW =MZ an indiretly be measuredin deep-inelasti neutrino�nuleon sattering. The average from the experi-ments CCFR, CDHS and CHARM with the reent NUTEV result [50℄,s2W = 1�M2W =M2Z = 0:2255 � 0:0021 (21)for mt = 175 GeV and MH = 150 GeV, orresponds to MW = 80:25 �0:11 GeV and is hene fully onsistent with the diret vetor boson massmeasurements and with the standard theory.Global �ts:The FORTRAN odes ZFITTER [51℄ and TOPAZ0 [52℄ have been up-dated by inorporating all the reent preision alulation results that weredisussed in the previous setion. Comparisons have shown good agreementbetween the preditions from the two independent programs [47,53℄. Global�ts of the standard model parameters to the eletroweak preision data doneby the Eletroweak Working Group [1℄ are based on these reent versions.Inluding mt and MW from the diret measurements in the experimentaldata set, together with s2W from neutrino sattering, the standard modelparameters for the best �t result are:mt = 171:1 � 4:9GeV ;MH = 76+85�47GeV ;�s = 0:119 � 0:003 : (22)
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Measurement Pull Pull

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

mZ [GeV]mZ [GeV] 91.1867 ± 0.0021    .09

ΓZ [GeV]ΓZ [GeV] 2.4939 ± 0.0024   -.80

σhadr [nb]σ0 41.491 ± 0.058    .31

ReRe 20.765 ± 0.026    .66

AfbA0,e 0.01683 ± 0.00096    .73

AeAe 0.1479 ± 0.0051    .25

AτAτ 0.1431 ± 0.0045   -.79

sin2θeffsin2θlept 0.2321 ± 0.0010    .53

mW [GeV]mW [GeV] 80.37 ± 0.09   -.01

RbRb 0.21656 ± 0.00074    .90

RcRc 0.1735 ± 0.0044    .29

AfbA0,b 0.0990 ± 0.0021  -1.81

AfbA0,c 0.0709 ± 0.0044   -.58

AbAb 0.867 ± 0.035  -1.93

AcAc 0.647 ± 0.040   -.52

sin2θeffsin2θlept 0.23109 ± 0.00029  -1.65

sin2θWsin2θW 0.2255 ± 0.0021   1.06

mW [GeV]mW [GeV] 80.41 ± 0.09    .43

mt [GeV]mt [GeV] 173.8 ± 5.0    .54

1/α(5)(mZ)1/α(5)(mZ) 128.878 ± 0.090    .00

 

Fig. 1. Experimental results and pulls from a standard model �t (from Ref. [1,2℄).pull = obs(exp)-obs(SM)/(exp.error).The upper limit to the Higgs mass at the 95% C.L. is MH < 262 GeV,where the theoretial unertainty is inluded. Thereby the hadroni vauumpolarization in Eq. (7) has been used (solid line in �gure 2). With the theory-driven result on ��had of Ref. [12℄ one obtains [1℄ MH = 92+64�41 (dashedline). The 1� upper bound on MH is in�uened only marginally. Thereason is that simultaneously with the error redution the entral value ofMH is shifted upwards (see Fig. 2). Another reent analysis [54℄ (for earlierstudies see [55, 56℄) based on the data set of summer 1998 yields a Higgsmass MH = 107+67�45 GeV. About one half of the di�erene with (22) an beasribed to the use of �(MZ) of Ref. [15℄, whih is very lose to the valuein Ref. [12, 13℄; the residual shift might be interpreted as due to di�erentrenormalization shemes and di�erent treatments of �s.With an overall �2=d:o:f: = 15=15 the quality of the �t is remarkablyhigh. As an be seen from �gure 1, the deviation of the individual quantitiesfrom the standard model best-�t values are below 2 standard deviations.



Preision Tests of the Standard Model 1797The remaining theoretial unertainty assoiated with the Higgs massbounds should be taken very seriously. The e�et of the inlusion of the next-to-leading term in the mt-expansion of the eletroweak 2-loop orretions inthe preision observables has shown to be sizeable, at the upper margin ofthe estimate given in [39℄. It is thus not guaranteed that the subsequentsubleading terms in the mt-expansion are indeed smaller in size. Also thevariation of the MH-dependene at di�erent stages of the alulation, asdisussed in setions 2.2 and 2.3, indiate the neessity of more ompleteresults at two-loop order. Having in mind also the variation of the Higgsmass bounds under the �utuations of the experimental data [2℄, the limitsfor MH derived from the analysis of eletroweak data in the frame of thestandard model still arry a notieable unertainty. Nevertheless, as a entralmessage, it an be onluded that the indiret determination of the Higgsmass range has shown that the Higgs is light, with its mass well below thenon-perturbative regime.
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Fig. 2. Higgs mass dependene of �2 in the global �t to preision data (fromRef. [1, 2℄). The shaded band displays the error from the theoretial unertaintiesobtained from various options in the odes ZFITTER and TOPAZ0.4. Impliation for the Higgs setorThe minimal model with a single salar doublet is the simplest way toimplement the eletroweak symmetry breaking. The experimental resultthat the �-parameter is very lose to unity is a natural feature of modelswith doublets and singlets. In the standard model, the mass MH of theHiggs boson appears as the only additional parameter beyond the vetorboson and fermion masses. MH annot be predited but has to be taken



1798 W. Hollikfrom experiment. The present lower limit (95% C.L.) from the searh atLEP [57℄ is 90 GeV; indiret determinations of MH from preision data havealready been disussed in Setion 3.There are also theoretial onstraints on the Higgs mass from vauumstability and absene of a Landau pole [58, 59℄, and from lattie alula-tions [60℄. Expliit perturbative alulations of the deay width for H !W+W�; ZZ in the large-MH limit in 2-loop order [61℄ have shown that the2-loop ontribution exeeds the 1-loop term in size (same sign) forMH > 930GeV. This result is on�rmed by the alulation of the next-to-leading orderorretion in the 1=N expansion, where the Higgs setor is treated as anO(N) symmetri �-model [62℄. A similar inrease of the 2-loop perturbativeontribution with MH is observed for the fermioni deay [63℄ H ! f �f , butwith opposite sign leading to a anellation of the one-loop orretion forMH ' 1100 GeV. The requirement of appliability of perturbation theorytherefore puts a stringent upper limit on the Higgs mass. The indiret Higgsmass bounds obtained from the preision analysis show, however, that theHiggs boson is well below the mass range where the Higgs setor beomesnon-perturbative.The behaviour of the quarti Higgs self-oupling �, as a funtion of arising energy sale �, follows from the renormalization group equation withthe �-funtion dominated by � and the top quark Yukawa oupling gt on-tributions: �� = 24�2 + 12� g2t � 6 g4t + � � � (23)In order to avoid unphysial negative quarti ouplings from the negativetop quark ontribution, a lower bound on the Higgs mass is derived. The

Fig. 3. Theoretial limits on the Higgs boson mass from the absene of a Landaupole and from vauum stability (from Ref. [59℄).



Preision Tests of the Standard Model 1799requirement that the Higgs oupling remains �nite and positive up to a sale� yields onstraints on the Higgs mass MH , whih have been evaluated atthe 2-loop level [58, 59℄. These bounds on MH are shown in �gure 3 as afuntion of the ut-o� sale � up to whih the standard Higgs setor an beextrapolated, for mt = 175 GeV and �s(MZ) = 0:118. The allowed regionis the area between the lower and the upper urves. The bands indiate thetheoretial unertainties assoiated with the solution of the renormalizationgroup equations [59℄. It is interesting to note that the indiret determina-tion of the Higgs mass range from eletroweak preision data via radiativeorretions is ompatible with a value of MH where � an extend up to thePlank sale. 5. Preision tests of the MSSMAmong the extensions of the standard model, the minimal supersym-metri standard model (MSSM) is the theoretially favoured senario as themost preditive framework beyond the standard model. A de�nite predi-tion of the MSSM is the existene of a light Higgs boson with mass below� 135 GeV [64℄. The detetion of a light Higgs boson at LEP ould be asigni�ant hint for supersymmetry.The struture of the MSSM as a renormalizable quantum �eld theoryallows a similarly omplete alulation of the eletroweak preision observ-ables as in the standard model in terms of one Higgs mass (usually takenas the CP -odd `pseudosalar' mass MA) and tan � = v2=v1, together withthe set of SUSY soft-breaking parameters �xing the hargino/neutralino andsalar fermion setors. It has been known for quite some time [65℄ that lightnon-standard Higgs bosons as well as light stop and harginos predit largervalues for the ratio Rb [66, 68℄. Complete 1-loop alulations are availablefor �r [67℄ and for the Z boson observables [68℄.A possible mass splitting between ~bL and ~tL yields a ontribution tothe �-parameter of the same sign as the standard top term. As a universalloop ontribution, it enters the quantity �r and the Z boson ouplingsand is thus signi�antly onstrained by the data on MW and the leptoniwidths. Reently the 2-loop �s orretions have been omputed [69℄, whihan amount to 30% of the 1-loop ��~b~t.Figure 4 displays the range of preditions for MW in the minimal modeland in the MSSM. It is thereby assumed that no diret disovery has beenmade at LEP 2. As an be seen, preise determinations of MW and mt anbeome deisive for the separation between the models.
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Preision Tests of the Standard Model 1801The virtual presene of SUSY partiles in the preision observables anbe exploited also in the other way of onstraining the allowed range of theMSSM parameters. Sine the quality of the standard model desription anbe ahieved only for those parameter sets where the standard model witha light Higgs boson is approximated, deviations from this senario result ina rapid derease of the �t quality. An analysis of the preision data in thisspirit an be found in Ref. [70℄.6. ConlusionsThe experimental data for tests of the standard model have ahieved animpressive auray. In the meantime, many theoretial ontributions havebeome available to improve and stabilize the standard model preditionsand to reah a theoretial auray learly better than 0.1%.The overall agreement between theory and experiment for the entire setof the preision observables is remarkable and instrutively on�rms the va-lidity of the standard model. Flutuations of data around the preditionsare within two standard deviations, with no ompelling evidene for devia-tions. Diret and indiret determinations of the top mass are ompatible,and a light Higgs boson is learly favoured by the analysis of preision datain the standard model ontext, whih is far below the mass range where thestandard Higgs setor beomes non-perturbative.As a onsequene of the high quality performane of the standard model,any kind of New Physis an only provoke small e�ets, at most of the sizethat is set by the radiative orretions. The MSSM, mainly theoretiallyadvoated, is ompetitive to the standard model in desribing the data withabout the same quality in global �ts. Sine the MSSM predits the existeneof a light Higgs boson, the detetion of a Higgs at LEP ould be an indiationof supersymmetry. The standard model an also aommodate suh a lightHiggs, but with the onsequene that its validity annot be extrapolated toenergies muh higher than the TeV sale.REFERENCES[1℄ The LEP Collaborations ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, OPAL, the LEP EletroweakWorking Group and the SLD Heavy Flavor Working Group, CERN-PPE/97-154 (1997); M. Grünewald, talk at ICHEP'98, Vanouver, July 1998, to appearin the proeedings.[2℄ D. Karlen, plenary talk at ICHEP'98, Vanouver, July 1998, to appear in theproeedings.[3℄ UA2 Collaboration, J. Alitti et al., Phys. Lett. B276, 354 (1992); CDF Col-laboration, F. Abe et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 65, 2243 (1990); Phys. Rev. D43,
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